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Pursuant to a certain MOTION, STIPULATION AI{D ORDER issued October 15, 1997 ,

the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining ("Division") offers this SUPPLEMENTAL

MEMORAI{DUM on the need for a hearing examiner and whether collateral estoppel should

apply in the Bear Canyon Mine permit renewal hearing.

INTRODUCTION

On October 12, 1995, the Castle Valley Special Service District, the North Emery Water

Users Association and the Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation (collectively, the "Water Users") filed

a Joint Objection to Renewal, Appeal, and Request for Hearing (the "Objection") with regard to

the impending renewal of the coal permit held by C.W. Mining Company, dba Co-Op Mining

Company ("Co-op") for its Bear Canyon Mine. The renewal was granted by the Division of Oil,

Gas and Mining (the "Division') onNovember 2, 1995. The Water users appealed the Division's

decision to the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining (the "Board"). On February 23,1996, the Board

remanded the decision to the Division for an informal conference. On October l7 , 1996,

November 8, 1996 and February 28, 1997 , the Division held the informal conference. On



August II, 1997, the Division held that Co-op's mining permit should be renewed. This decision

wasappealedbytheWaterUserswhofiledanappealonSeptember 10, 1997. OnOctober 15,

1997, a stipulation was signed which mandated this filing by the Division.

ARGUMENT

I. THE I}IVISION RECOMMENDS THAT TIIE BOARD NOT APPOINT
A HEARING EXAMINER

In the Water Users "JOINT OBJECTION TO RENEWAL, APPEAL AI{D REQUEST

FOR IIEARING' ("Joint Objection"), they asked for the appointment of a hearing examiner. The

Division does not dispute the right of the Board to appoint the examiner. R64l-ll3-100 clearly

recognizes that right by stating:

The Board may, in its discretion, on its own motion or motion of one of the parties,
designate a hearing examiner for purposes of taking evidence and recommending
findings of fact and conclusions of law to the Board. Any member of the Board, Division
Stafi or any other person designated by the Board may serye as a hearing examiner.

Utah Admin. Code R64I-I I3-I00 (1997) (emphasis added).

The Division merely recommends that the Board not appoint a hearing examiner. The

decision to appoint a hearing examiner is a discretionary act and the Division believes that the

Board should refuse to appoint an examiner to avoid unnecessary delay in the final resolution of

this matter. Director James W. Carter conducted a thorough and fair hearing of this matter as the

transcripts of the Informal Conference can attest. The parties had three days to present testimony

in this matter. Mr. Carter has effectively acted as a hearing examiner in this matter and the

Division believes that the appointment of a hearing examiner would only prolong the litigation

and increase the expense of resolving this matter. The reasons that a hearing examiner would



tend to prolong the litigation can be found by examining how a hearing examiner would function.

The first problem is how a hearing examiner would be chosen. R641-113-100 allows the

Board to appoint "[a]ny member of the Board, Division Stafi or any other person" as a hearing

examiner. Utah Admin. Code R641-113-100 (1997). However, the Water Users had specific

criteria for the hearing examiner. They state, "Appellants/Petitioners request the Board appoint

an unbiased, neutral hearing examiner that is trained in hydrolory, geology, and other related

disciplines." Joint Objection at 3. The Water Users do not explicitly state that Division Staff

would not be acceptable, however, given the Water Users lack of success in their attempts to

convince the staff of an impact by the mine, it is reasonable to assume that they desire someone

outside of the Division. This creates two problems, the first is the cost of retaining such an expert

and second is how the Board or the parties would choose such an expert.

The second problem with the hearing examiner approach is that the hearing examiner's

opinion is just a recornmendation and not binding on the parties until and if the Board accepts the

proposal. Under R641-l 13-500:

No later than the 10th day of the month following filing of the proposed rulings, findings,
and conclusions by the hearing examiner, any party may file with the Board such briefs
or statements as they may desire regarding the proposals made by the hearing examiner,
but no party will offer additional evidence without good cause shown and an
accompanying request for de novo hearing before the Board. The Board will then
consider the hearing examiner's proposed rulings, findings, and conclusions and
such additional materials as filed by the parties and may accept, reject, or modify
such proposed rulings, findings, and conclusions in whole or in part or may remand
the case to the hearing examiner for further proceedings, or the Board may set aside
the proposed ruling, findings, and conclusions of the hearing examiner and grant a
de novo hearing before the Board. If a Board member acted as the hearing examiner,
then said Board member will not participate in the Board's determination.

Utah Admin. Code R641-113-500 (1997).



Thus, after the hearing examiner makes his proposed ruling the parties will have until the

tenth of the next month to file additional briefs that the Board will then have to read in addition to

the findings of the hearing examiner. Moreover, if the Board finds deficiencies in the opinion of

the hearing examiner, they may be forced to remand or hear the case in its entirety de novo. This

would further delay a resolution to an objection which is already two years old. Ironically, under

R645-300-153 a permit has to be renewed every five years unless special circumstances apply

which do not exist here. Utah Admin. Code R645-300-153 (1997). Thus, by the time the April

hearing takes place over half the permit period will have elapsed. Any further delay means that

the hearing will be held only a short time before an objection can be made to another renewal of

the permit. A speedy resolution of the objection is in everybody's interest.

fn sum, the Division believes that the appointment of a hearing examiner is unnecessary,

costly and time-consuming. The Division Director has essentially performed the function of a

hearing examiner in his well-thought-out opinion.

ff. THE DfVISION BELIEVES THAT TIIE BOARD SIIOULD NOT INVOKE THE
DOCTRINE OF COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL PRIOR TO THE HEARING

The case at bar presents unique problems in the application of the doctrine of collateral

estoppel. The Division believes that it may be necessary for the Board to examine the evidence of

the Water Users before it can rule on whether collateral estoppel can apply.

Preclusion generally is appropriate if both the first and second action involve application
of the same principles of law to an historic fact setting that was complete by the time of
the first adjudication. Substantial uncertainty is encounter, however, in dealing with
preclusion on issues of applying law to facts that seem indistinguishable but that were not
closed at the time of the first preclusion. Such facts are often called "separable", and
preclusion may be denied simply because of factual separability.

Fnmner PnacrtcE AlrD PRocnuunn, CFTARLES ALAN Wrucrn S 4425 at 243 (1981).
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The realrty is that the continued mining at the Bear Canyon Mine means that the Division is not

dealing with a closed factual setting when it attempts to determine whether collateral estoppel

should apply. Additionally, under R645-301-729, the Division is required to prepare a

Cumulative Hydrologic Impact Assessment ("CHL{') for each mine which assesses the impact

that a mine will have in the cumulative impact area. The Division as stated in the informal

conference believes that the CHIA is a "dynamic document that accommodates new information

and changes as our understanding increases." (E)CIIBIT A at 8). The CHIA that is challenged

one year may not exist the follo*ing year. r

Thus, the application of collateral estoppel is quite problematic. A number of cases

relying on the authority of the United States Supreme Court in Lawlor v. National Screen

Service, 349V.5.322 (1955) have refused to apply res judicata or collateral estoppel to

continuing conduct which occurred after a judgment was rendered. E.g., Bronson v. Board of

Education, Etc., 510 F.Supp. l?,51( S.D. Ohio 1980). In Btonson, the federal district court

refused to hold that plaintiffs were barred from litigating conduct which occurred subsequent to

the original judgment stating, "collateral estoppel would simply be inapplicable to these issues."

rrhe"";i;"H'#,ffJlllf,ff 
j:iffiil,'*:IHf;,ilffifinentrurestates:

729.100. The Division will provide an assessment of the probable cumulative
hydrologic impacts of the proposed coal mining and reclamation operation and all
anticipated coal mining and reclamation operations upon surface- and
ground-water systems in the cumulative impact area. The CHIA will be sufficient
to determine, for purposes of permit approval whether the proposed coal mining

f, ;i,:*,3;illlffi :3ffil:ff in';;lyH$ilff :ffi;:f ir,r."#ll-"",
to submit data and analyses relevant to the CHIA with the permit application.
729.200. An application for a permit revision will be reviewed by the Division to
determine whether a new or updated CHIA will be required.

Utah Admin. Code R645-301-729 (1997).



Id at I27 4. Similarly, the Water Users are seeking relief for future damages to their water supply

and not past damages. Of course, whether collateral estoppel should apply in any particular case

is factually driven and requires factual findings. Jones, Waldo, Holbrook & McDonough v.

Dawson , 923 P .2d 1366 ( I 996). These factual finding are particularly difiicult to make in the

instant sase due to the existence of "continuing conduct" and the fact that both the Division and

Co-op took the position in the earlier hearingthatthe issue of the Blind Canyon Seam impact on

the Water Users springs should be decided in another hearing.

The Utah Supreme Court in Jones stated:

In Sevy v. Security Title Co., 902 P .2d 629 (IJtah 1995), we explained that collateral
estoppel, or issue preclusion, prevents the parties from relitigating issues resolved in a
prior related action. The party seeking collateral estoppel must satis$ four requirements.
First, the issue challenged must be identical in the previous action and in the case at hand.
Second, the issue must have been decided in a final judgment on the merits in the
previous action. Third, the issue must have been competently, fully, and fairly litigated in
the previous action. Fourth, the party against whom collateral estoppel is invoked in the
current action must have been either a party or privy to a party in the previous action. 902
P.2d at632-33 (cit ing Timmv. Dewsnup, 851P.2d 1178, 1184 (Utah 1993)). ' Issue

preclusion arises in a second action on the basis of a prior decision when the same 'issue'

is involved in both actions; the issue was 'actually litigated' in the first action, after a full
and fair opportunity for litigation,' and the issue was actually decided by a sufficiently
final and valid disposition on the merits. l8 Charles A. Wright et al., Federal Practice and
Procedure $ 4416 (1981).

Jones, Waldo, Holbrook, Etc. v. Dawson, 923 P.2d at 1370 (Utah 1996).

In the Informal Hearing, the Division did not believe that the third prong of Jones could

be satisfied until the Water lJsers were allowed to demonstrate what evidence was excluded by

the Board's astion and what evidence concerned events which have occurred subsequent to the

Board's decision. The Division's records which include the earlier Tank Seam Board hearing

transcript clearly demonstrate that the Division and Co-op attempted to limit testimony at the



Tank Seam Hearing to the Tank Seam and had at least initial success with the Board.z

The transcript of the Tank Seam hearing raise legitimate doubt about whether the third

prong of Jones (the issue has been competently, fully and fairly litigated) has been satisfied.

Jones, 923P.2d at 1370. The Utah Supreme Court recogrnzed that the Board did not resolve the

renewal issue, "[w]hatever the effect of the contested findings and conclusions may be on Co-op's

pending permit renewal application, the Board did not purport to resolve the renewal issue in its

order." Castle Valley Special SeryiceDistrict v. UtahBoard of Oil. Gas and Mining, 938 P.2d

248,254 n.5 (1996). This was particularly true since the burden of proving the applicability of

collateral estoppel is on the party asserting it. lil at 1370. When it held the informal hearing, the

2 An examination of the transcript of the Tank Seam Hearing demonstrates that the Water
Users were initially limited in their presentation of evidence. While the transcript does reveal that
the evidence which was presented was later admitted despite objections by Co-op and the
Division, it is impossible to know from the record what evidence was never presented because of
the initial limitations placed by the Board. For illustration the following statements are quoted:

Tom Vtitchell, Division attorney, stated, "[i]f they have a complaint with regard to mining
as it's going on today, they have a remedy, but that remedy is not an objection to a permit,
to a significant revision to the permit." 1994 Hearing Transcript (herein after cited as
"T. -.") at 13. Mr Hansen stated the proper time to raise objections to present mining
was when the renewal was heard. "That would be the proper time for the petitioners to
raise those issues. Here and now is not the time." T at 20-21. Tom Mitchell, "[i]t seems
to me that's the only relevant issue, is if you stop mining in one level and start mining in
another level, what is the effect of mining in the new level, not what was the effect of
mining in the old mine." T. at 24 The Board Chairman Dave Lauriski stated, "I want to
point out that in the Board's deliberations, that the issue before us today relates to the
significant revision of the mining permit issued to Co-op in July of this year, and the Board
in its deliberations determined that we would only consider evidence as it relates to the
impact of mining of the Tank Seam. However, if petitioners need to lay foundation by
raising issues that relate to current mining activities and as it impacts, as it might impact
the Tank Seam mining, then we will consider those issues as relevant to this case." T at
29. The Board Chairman Dave Lauriski stated, "[t]he Petitioners in this case haven't
asked us to look at the permit that was granted in 1991, toward the Blind Canyon Seam."
T.  a t  333.



Division did not believe that Co-op had met the burden of proving the third prong of the analysis

(the need to fully and fairly litigate) and proceeded to hear the evidence that the Water Users

asserted was new or had been excluded because of the limitations placed on them in the prior

hearing. Due to the manner the case was presented, it was often impossible to determine which

was new evidence and which was old evidence perhaps subject to collateral estoppel, until a

careful and time-consuming examination of the old record was made. The Division found it

impossible to apply collateral estoppel in a contemporaneous manner.

Once it heard the evidence, the Division was able to make a factual determination on the

merits of the Water Users argument which made a decision about collateral estoppel unnecessary.

A decision about collateral estoppel is only important if the Division had ruled against Co-op.

Then, Co-op could have used the argument that if evidence was correctly precluded the decision

would have been different. Since Co-op did not lose the hearing, the issue of whether the

Division should have found that collateral estoppel applied to some issues is not important.

Remanding the Division's decision for a determination will only delay the final resolution of the

case. The WaterUsers have already appealed the Division's decision to renew the permit. Thus,

the Board will have to make an independent decision on the issue of collateral estoppel regardless

of the Division's position.

However, if the Division would presently rule on the collateral estoppel issue, it is

doubtful that the Division would find collateral estoppel. In Jones, the Utah Supreme Court

clearly put the burden of proving the applicability of collateral estoppel on the party asserting it.

Id. at L370. To date, Co-op has not proven the third prong of collateral estoppel. The Division

does not take a position on whether Co-op could prove that the issue has been "competently,



fully, and fairly litigated in the previous action" if it marshaled the record.

The Division's recommendation to the Board is that they request a proffer of the evidence

that the Water Users believe was either not presented at the Tank Seam Hearing because of the

limitations placed by the Board (at the urging of Co-op and the Division) or evidence that has

arisen subsequent to the Board Hearing. This will help the Board decide if prong three of Jones

is satisfied. Additionally, the evidence which exists subsequent to the Hearing will help the Board

to decide whether prong one of the Jones test is satisfied: Whether "the issue challenged [is]...

identical in the previous action and in the sase at hand." Id. at 1370.

The Division acknowledges that the Utah Supreme Court found that sufficient evidence

existed to support the Board's findings on the Blind Canyon Seam. Castle Valley, 93I P .2d at

254. However, the Division does not believe that this is dispositive on whether the Water lJsers

received a hearing on the Blind Canyon Seam which would justify collateral estoppel. The two

issues are analytically distinct. Arguably, the bar for deciding that sufficient evidence exists to

support a finding is lower than determining that an issue has been "competently, fully, and fairly

litigated".

Thus, any determination of the collateral estoppel issue shall occur subsequent to the

proffer of evidence by the Water lJsers.

CONCLUSION

The Board should not take any action which prolongs the resolution of the permit renewal

issue. The appointment of a hearing examiner would only result in additional delay. The Division

performed the function of a hearing examiner when it conducted a comprehensive and extensive



informal hearing. A hearing examiner would not only delay resolution of the matter it would

greatly inflate the cost of resolving the matter. The hiring of an outside expert satisfactory to

Co-op could be quite expensive.

Similarly, the Board should deny the request of Co-op to remand the case to the DMsion

for a determination of the issue of collateral estoppel. The Board will have to make an

independent determination of the applicability of collateral estoppel regardless of the Division's

decision. Remanding the case will only result in needless delay. Additionally, the Division

believes that the Board should not rule on the issue of collateral estoppel until the Water Users

have a chance to proffer evidence.

DATED ttns l1 th day of November, lgg7.

By
Daniel G. Moqurn
Assistant Attorney General
1594 West North Temple, Suite 300
P.O. Box 140855
salt Lake city, uT 84114-0855
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BEFORE THE DIVISION OF OIL, GAS AND MIMNG
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

STATE OF UTAH

---oo0oo---

IN THE MATTER OF THE FIVE.YEAR
PERMIT RENEWAL, CO-OP MINING
COMPANY, BEAR CANYON MINE,
EMERY COUNTY, UTAH.

DIVISION FINDINGS,
CONCLUSIONS AND ORDER

DOCKET NO. 95-025
CAUSE NO. ACT/0151025

---oo0oo---

NATT'RE OF THE CASE

On October 12, 1995, the Castle Valley Special Service District, the North Emery
Water Users Association and the Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation Company (collectively, the
"Water Users") filed a Joint Objection to Renewal, Appeal, and Request for Hearing (the
"Objection") with regard to the impending renewal of coal permit held by C.W. Mining
Company, dba Co-Op Mining Company ("Co-op") for its Bear Canyon Mine. The renewal
was granted by the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining (the "Division") on November 2, 1995.
The Water Users appealed the Division's decision to the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining (the
"Board"). This matter is now before the Division on remand from the Board pursuant to the
Board's Order Granting Temporary Relief and Remanding for an Informal Conference, dated
February 23, L996 (the "Order").

The Division convened this Informal Conference on October 17, 1996, and it was
continued through November 8, 1996 to February 28, 1997. Appearances for the parties
were as follows:

For the Division: James W. Carter, Director

For the Water Users: Jeffrey W. Appel, Appel & Warlaumont
J. Craig Smith, Nielsen & Senior

For Co-op: F, Mark Hansen
Carl E. Kingston



ISSUES RAISED

The question at hand is whether Co-op is entitled to renewal of its Bear Canyon Mine
permit pursuant to the permit renewal provisions of the Utah coal regulatory program.
Those requirements are found at R645-303-230, et. seq. The criteria for approval, set forth
at R645 -303-233. 100 require the Division to approve permit renewal unless the Division
makes one or more of the findings set forth there. The Water Users allege that Co-op is not
entitled to renewal because two of the factors which would prevent renewal are present,
1) that the terms and conditions of the existing permit are not being satisfactorily met and,
2) that the present coal mining and reclamation operations are not in compliance with the
environmental protection standards of the state program. The specifics of Water (Jsers'
allegations are set forth in their Joint Post-Informal Conference Memorandum and Closing
Argument as follows:

1. The hydrologic information upon which the permit was originally issued is
erroneous, and that the underlying permit is therefore defective and should not be
renewed.

2. The mining activities are intercepting and re-diverting water that would otherwise
provide flow to the Water Users' springs and are therefore not in compliance with the
environmental protection standards of the Utah regulatory program.

3. The Probable Hydrologic Consequences document (the "PHC") makes false and
inaccurate statements and lacks adequate baseline information to support the permit.

4. The Cumulative Hydrologic Impact Assessment document (the "CHIA") fails to
adequately address the cumulative hydrologic impacts of mining because it does not
include an assessment of the impacts of mining on water availability in the
downstream service areas of the Water Users.

5. The CHIA is insufficient to determine whether the proposed operations have been
designed to prevent material damage to the hydrologic balance outside the permit
area.

6. Material damage to the hydrologic balance outside the permit area is occurring.

7. Mining operations at the Bear canyon mine have contaminated, diminished and/or
intemrpted state-appropriated water owned by the Water Users, entitling them to
replacement.

Co-op's arguments are as follows:

1. The claims and assertions made by the Water Users in this proceeding are barred
by the doctrine of collateral estoppel and the decision of the Utah Supreme Court in

a



Castle Valley Special Service District, et al v. Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining, et
al filed on December 31, L996.

2. The Water Users have not met the burden of proof to overcome Co-op's
entitlement to permit renewal as set forth in R645-303-230 and UCA Sec. 40-10-
e(a)(a).

3. That Co-op's permit and operations are in compliance with the requirements of the
Utah coal regulatory program.

Based upon the evidence in the Division's files, the record of this Informal
Conference and the testimony and argument received, the Division makes the following
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of I^aw and Order:

BACKGROT]ND NNDINGS OF FACT

1. The core of this dispute is whether coal mining in the Tank and/or Blind
Canyon Seams is adversely affecdng, or will adversely affect, springs in the area which
constitute major water supplies for the Water Users. The Division issued a permit to Co-op
for the Bear Canyon Mine on October 30, 1985, which permit was renewed on May 20,
1991. Mining began in the Blind Canyon Seam. Before December of 1989, no significant
water was encountered in or discharged from the Bear Canyon Mine. Water inflow was
small and often insufficient to meet the operational needs of the mine. In 1991 Co-op first
began discharging approximately 60 gallons per minute from the mine.

2. In 1993, Co-op applied for a permit revision to allow mining of the Tank
Seam at the Bear Canyon Mine, which seam is located topographically and geologically
above the Blind Canyon Seam. The application included Appendix J-7, "Probable
Hydrologic Consequences of Mining at Bear Canyon Mine, Emery County, Utah, " and
Appendix 7-N, "Revised Hydrogeologic Evaluation of the Bear Canyon Mine Permit and
Proposed Expansion Areas.' The Water Users objected to the permit revision, and on
December 9, 1993 the Division conducted an informal conference on the objection. On
July 20, 1994 the Division issued a Technical Analysis which incorporated the finding in the
Division's revised Cumulative Hydrologic Impact Assessment ("CHIA") for the Gentry
Mountain area that:

'The review of water source information, the graphical tracking of
precipitation versus flow, the testing of the spring water and mine water
quality for tritium dating, analysis of water quality chemical data using Stiff
and Piper diagrams, and the known presence of three separate piezometric
surfaces ... leads to a conclusion of no significant material damage to the
Hydrologic Balance outside the permit area.'

The Division then approved Co-op's permit revision.
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3. The Water Users appealed the approved revision to the Board, which held a
formal evidentiary hearing. The Water Users presented evidence and argued that mining of
the Tank Seam would adversely affect the springs because the permit area and springs were
within the same regional aquifer and were in hydrologic connection, and that Co-op's mining
operation had intercepted the aquifer which supplied the springs. Co-op presented evidence
to support its claim that mining the Tank seam would not adversely affect the springs because
the permit area is hydrologically isolated from the aquifer feeding the springs.

4. On June 13, 1995, the Board affirmed the Division approval of the permit
revision and rejected the Water Users' arguments, finding that the mined areas were
hydrologically separate from the Water Users' springs and that the mining was not adversely
affecting the springs. The Water Users appealed to the Utah Supreme Court, which in a
December 31, t996 Opinion affirmed the Board's Order.

5. On June 16, 1995, Co-op filed a permit renewal application for the Bear
Canyon Mine. On October 12, 1995, the Water Users filed Objections to Permit Renewal
and Request for Informal Conference. The Objections asserted that continued mining in the
Tank and Blind canyon seams would adversely affect the Water lJser's springs. On
November 2, 1995, the Division approved the permit renewal application, which approval
was appealed to the Board. On February 23, L996, the Board reversed the Division's
renewal of the permit, and remanded the Water Users' Objections to the Division to conduct
the requested Informal Conference. Co-op appeared during the Board's review of the Water
Users' Objections and argued that the matter had been resolved by the previous proceedings
and was therefore res judicata.

6. On remand, the Division convened this Informal Conference, directing that the
parties introduce all new information and analyses of existing information which would
provide a basis for revising or reversing the findings and conclusions the Division had made
in support its June 20, 1994 determination that the mining was causing no material damage to
the hydrologic balance outside the permit area. In addition, the Division solicited argument
and evidence from the parties on the Water Users' assertion that the recently passed water
replacement requirements of Utah Code Section 40-10-18(15) applied and that the Division
should find that state appropriated water owned by the Water Users was being contaminated,
diminished or intemrpted.

GEOI,OGIC AND HYDROLOGIC FINDINGS OF FACT

7 . The Water Users argue that the water issuing from their springs passes
through the area being mined on its way to the springs and is adversely affected by the
mining activity, and that the mining has upset the recharge system which historically supplied
their springs. Co-op argues, and the Board and Division have previously found, that the area
which is being mined is effectively hydro logically isolated from the Water Users' springs.

-4-



8. Co-op has mined the Tank, Blind Canyon and Hiawatha seams, all located in
the Blackhawk formation, which extends laterally to the north and south of the permit area.
The Blackhawk formation lies conformably on the Star Point formation, which also extends
outside the permit area. The Star Point formation contains three sandstone layers -- the
Spring Canyon, Storrs and Panther members from top to bottom -- which are separated by
layers of Mancos shale 50 to 80 feet thick. The Mancos shale layers are understood to be
laterally continuous within the permit area. The Blackhawk formation also contains many
layers of shale as well as the coal seams. The strata in the permit and adjacent areas dip to
the south at approximately five degrees. The Water Users' springs issue from the sandstone
members of the Star point formation, both topographically and geologically below the coal
seams being mined in the Blackhawk formation, and to the south, downdip from the mined
area. The parties agree that recharge of the groundwater found in the permit and adjacent
areas is from the surface of the land and is generally moving from north to south, downdip.

9. Some USGS studies have assumed that a single "regional aquifer" exists in the
permit and adjacent areas. This assumption was not based on site-specific information, and
is incorrect, at least in and around Co-op's permit r:ea. The hydraulic conductivity of the
Mancos shale layers in the mine areir is calculated at 10-1r to 10-12 cm/sec., a million times
less than the sandstone layers, and 10,000 times lower than clay liners used in hazardous
waste landfills. The Mancos shale layers therefore act as confining barriers for water in the
Star Point formation, greatly inhibiting vertical movement of water between the sandstone
layers. Each of the three sandstone layers of the Star Point Formation contains water and
has a separate potentiometric surface, indicating three separate aquifers which are not hydro
logically connected. In the mine area, the potentiometric surface for each aquifer is above
the top of the sandstone member it is contained in, indicating that the aquifers are confined in
the mine area. The uppermost aquifer is in the Spring Canyon sandstone, well below the
Blind Canyon and Tank Seams where the coal is being mined. No water was encountered in
test holes drilled through the Blind Canyon and Tank seams. Water was encountered when
the test holes reached the Spring Canyon member of the Star Point formation, and the water
level rose in the wellbores above the top of the sandstone layer.

10. The Water Users argue that the permit and adjacent areas are "shattered" by
fracturing and faulting, which provides vertical conduits for water flow through the low-
permeability shale and coal layers. Co-op's mining activity is bounded on the west by Blind
Canyon Fault, and on the east by Bear Canyon fault. The Blind Canyon Fault is visiblY drY,
and is filled with gouge, which if exposed to water would either cement, chemically replace
or wash away, further indicating the fault has always been dry. The Blind Canyon Fault is a
barrier to water flow, not a conduit for water, and is not transmitting water. There is no
water coming into the mine at the Bear Canyon fault. Although fractures are evident in the
permit and adjacent areas, the shale units are plastic compared to the more brittle sandstones.
Shale tends to deform under pressure to seal internal fractures. These factors, taken together
with the containment of the water in the underlying sandstone and the primary
impermeability of the shales, lead to the conclusion that the overall vertical permeability of
the stratigraphic section in the permit and adjacent areas is orders of magnitude lower than
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the horizontal permeability in the area. As a result, virtually all of the water in the Star
Point sandstone flows horizontally, not vertically, until it reaches the surface. Likewise, the
water in the overlying strata moves not downward, but laterally downdip (generally
southward) to the outcrop, where it evaporates. Observations during the October 17, L996
mine site visit confirmed the presence of moisture at the exposed sandstone faces, showing
the water in the upper aquifers indeed flows not vertically, but horizontally until it discharges
by seeping out and evaporating at the outcrop.

MINE WATER. FII{DINGS OF FACT

11. The Tank seam in the mine area has been completely dry throughout. The
Blind Canyon seam was dry until December of 1989, when Co-op intercepted water at the
north end of its permit area. The intercepted water is in the Blackhawk formation, not the
underlying Star Point formation. Except for the north end of the permit area, what few
fractures exist in the mine are dry and show no signs of water ever having moved through
them. The water Co-op encountered in the Blind Canyon seam comes down from the mine
roof, not up from the floor.

L2. Co-op has not intercepted water in the mine from the Star Point aquifers. The
water in the mine appears to come from a perched aquifer in a sandstone channel above the
Blind Canyon seam. The channel enters the mine from the roof, not the floor. The channel
does not intemrpt or dip below the Blind Canyon seam, but does spill out in a "flood plain"
lip over the top of the seam. As mining proceeded northward, the Blind Canyon seam was
dry until the channel was encountered. The water Co-op first intercepted in late 1989
appears to have come from the channel's flood plain lip. Co-op did not mine into the
channel itself until April of 1993.

13. Radioisotope dating establishes the channel water's age at about 1,500 years.
Water in the Star Point aquifers beneath the permit area is about 950 years old, hundreds of
years younger than the higher elevation channel water. Water on the west side of the Blind
Canyon fault is roughly 5,500 years old, thousands of years older than the channel water.
Tritium tests show that Big Bear spring water is modern age. Mixing of water of various
ages can produce water which tests at an intermediate age. The age of Big Bear Spring
water, however, suggests that either no older mine water is contributing to the flow of Big
Bear Spring, or that any mine water flow is so small as to be undetectable. Chemical testing
also shows that the water flowing from Birch Spring is dissimilar from mine water and is
therefore not coming from or through the mining area.

14. Calculations using the age of the water encountered in the sandstone channel
and intra-mine flow suggest the pre-mining rate of flow though the channel is on the order of
1.2 g.p.ffi., I minuscule flow rate considering the volume of water contained in the sandstone
channel. Before mining, the water may have been discharging to a spring in the permit ilffi,
to a creek, or to evaporation at the outcrop. If the Water Users' springs were fed from the
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sandstone channel, they would have dewatered the channel ages ago. The fact that the
channel still contains a great deal of water indicates the channel is not the source of the
springs' water.

SPRING QUALITY AND FIJOW FIhIDINGS OF FACT

15. Big Bear Spring and Birch Spring both issue from joints in the base of the
Panther member of the Star Point formation. Comparisons of spring flow and precipitation
data show the flow at Big Bear Spring responds to precipitation. According to the Water
Users' own data, Big Bear Spring's flow rate began declining as early as 1984, as did
precipitation, five or more years before Co-op first began intercepting water in its mining
operation. As the area has recovered from a ten-year drought, Big Bear Spring's flow rate
has also recovered, from a low of 76 g.p.m. in mid-1995 to 148 g.p.m. in late 1996.
Present flow rates are well within the range of the spring's flow rate data for 1978-79, before
the local drought and before Co-op began mining.

16. Birch Spring is approximately 800 feet to the west of Co-op's permit area and
is physically separated from the permit area by two major faults, including Blind Canyon
fault, which acts as a barrier to water flow. Birch Spring flow is also precipitation-related.
Its flow rate began to decline in mid-1988, about one and one-half years before Co-op first
began intercepting water in the mine. Birch Spring's flow in recent years is near the upper
range of the historical flow data for 1978-79.

L7. Although Little Bear Spring has been found to not be useful as a control, the
Water lJsers' data show Little Bear and Upper Tie Fork Springs declined in flow from the
mid-tolate 1980's to the mid-1990's, and began increasing in flow in early 1995. This
pattern is similar to that shown in the precipitation data, ild the flow rates for Big Bear and
Birch Springs as well as Huntington Creek. The spring hydrographs show that declines in
flow at the springs were immediately preceded by sharp flow increases or "spikes" in mid-
1988. At that time Co-op had not encountered or begun discharging water from the mine.
The Water Users' expert testified the spikes were likely caused by an earthquake known to
have occurred in the area just prior to the spikes and the subsequent decline in spring flow.

18. The Water Users allege that the springs have been, and will continue to be,
contaminated by mining activities, pointing to events of anomalous flow and pollution in the
springs. The Water Users argue that "the interconnection between Birch Spring and the mine
was demonstrated by the spike flow out of the spring when the mine water was being
discharged out of the portals. " Even if the pumping caused the spike, which was not
demonstrated, the pumping of water out of the mine into a surface drainage above Birch
Spring does not demonstrate the hydrologic connection of water in the mine to Birch Spring
absent pumping, an activity which is not now being performed and which is not allowed by
the mine permit. Whether Co-op has, in the past, discharged water from the mine in
violation of its permit is outside the scope of this proceeding.
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19. Co-op's mining operations have been, and are now being, conducted to
minimize disturbance to the hydrologic balance within the permit area and to prevent material
damage to the hydrologic balance outside the permit area. Co-op's mining operations have
not been shown to have caused contamination, diminution or intemrption of Water Users'
state-appropriated water.

THE PHC, THE CHIA AND THE PERMIT

20. The Water Users iugue that the baseline data contained in Co-op's original
permit application is erroneous, that Co-op's PHC con[ains false and inaccurate statements,
that the CHIA is therefore also flawed, and that the CHIA fails to assess the impact of
mining on water availability in the Water Users' service areas, thereby rendering the original
permit flawed and incapable of being renewed. The baseline data, the PHC and the CHIA of
which the Water Users complain were is existence at the time the permit was issued in 1985,
at the time of the first permit renewal in 1991 and at the time of the Water (Jsers' appeal of
that renewal. The Water Users did not attack the adequacy of the permit baseline
information, the PHC or the CHIA in their appeal of the 1991 permit renewal.

CONCLUSTONS OF LAW

1. Co-op's coal mining operations are in compliance with their permit and with
the environmental protection standards of the state program.

ORDER

This informal conference is the second hard look the Division has taken at the
allegations by the Water Users that Co-op's mining operations are adversely affecting their
spring sources in the vicinity of the mine. Mining has progressed since the last hard look
during the 1991 permit renewal and subsequent appeal. Additional information has been
developed over the course of the mining in that time, which information has shed new light
on the hydrology of the mine permit and surrounding areas. That new information is argued
by the Water Users to demonstrate that the information the Division relied upon in making
its permitting and renewal decisions was wrong, and that the permit is therefore flawed. The
pu{pose of monitoring information is to test the assumptions and conclusions made at the
time of permit issuance, and to decide whether mid-course adjustments in mining operations
are necessary to keep the mine in compliance with its permit and the state regulatory
program. While the PHC is the operator's best prediction of the "probable" hydrologic
consequences based on a snapshot in time, the Division's CHIA is a dynamic document that
accommodates new information and changes as our understanding increases.

The Water Users are convinced that mining activity so close to their water sources
must be having an adverse effect on those sources, pointing to fluctuations in flow and water
quality. In the same sense that everything in the universe is connected, the water in the
hydrosphere is all part of a global system and the water in Huntington Canyon is all part of a
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regional system. The Water Users have failed, however, to produce any evidence upon
which the Division could make a finding that a causal relationship exists between Co-op's
permitted mining activities and the injuries the Water Users allege. The Division believes
that the new information and analyses made available through the efforts of both the Wa0er
Users and Co-op lends additional support to, rather than undermines, the Division's earlier
conclusion that there is no effective hydrologic connection between the mine and the Water
Users' springs, and that the mining activities are not causing material damage to the
hydrologic balance outside the permit area. Co-op's mining permit is therefore renewed.

SO DETERMINED AND ORDERED thi, I 
ih"y 

of August, lgg7.

STATE OF UTAH
DIVISION OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
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